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The Excalibur and Victory only require 50% of the floor space of a conventional beam
drilling line.
The drill assembly is cantilevered off the material support table so it is not in contact with
the floor.
The positive ball screw spindle feed enables carbide tools for drilling which outperform HSS
drills 10 to 1.
The unique spindle sub-axis on the Excalibur allows operations to be performed without
unclamping, moving the drill assembly and re-clamping the material.
Remote diagnosis is possible through a network connection that allows our service team to
perform system diagnostics

These are only few of the great benefits that this system can achieve!

Automatic tool changer with 6 positions

Device for the processing of flats

AUTOMATIC CNC SINGLE SPINDLE DRILLING LINE
EXCALIBUR & VICTORY

VICTORY II - 1001 DE

EXCALIBUR - 1201 DE

Profile size [min mm]

50

50

Profile size [max mm]

1000

1200

Drilling heads [no.]

1

1

Drilling tools per head [no.]

1

1 (6)

Drilling diameter [max mm]

40

40

Spindle power [kW]

17

19

Spindle speed [max RPM]

5000

5000

Please review FICEP’s terms and conditions of sale and system specifications that are in our formal proposal. The manufacturer reserves the right to change specifications and features from those indicated in this brochure. Current specifications
and features are part of the formal quotation. The raw material mentioned on this catalogue are in accordance with the following standards: UNI EN 10025 for technical conditions; UNI ISO 5679 - UNI ISO 5680 - UNI 5397 - UNI 5398 - UNI
EN 10024 - UNI EN 10034 - UNI EN 10279 - UNI EN 10056-1 - UNI EN 10056-2 for dimensional tolerances; UNI EN 1090 for pieces execution tolerances.
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EXCALIBUR & VICTORY
Automatic CNC single spindle drilling lines for sections
Ficep was the first to engineer a CNC controlled horizontal single spindle drilling line to process
flats and sections for the steel fabrication industry. The Excalibur and Victory are the most recent
developments in the family of traveling column CNC drills where the part remains stationary.
Thanks to their exclusive design, the Excalibur and Victory represent an economically justifiable,
versatile and productive solution for small to mid-size firms.

Pegaso is the latest generation
CNC for Ficep lines where the PC,
CNC and PLC are all integrated into
a single circuit board for maximum
reliability. Pegaso is based upon a
field bus technology using CanBus
and EtherCAT for controlling
up to 32 separate CNC axes.

The powerful DIRECT DRIVE spindle ensures
high performance as 100% of the motor’s power
is delivered to the tool. The spindle’s advanced
technology minimizes the number of parts for
reduced maintenance and enhanced reliability.

The drilling unit with its on board hydraulic unit and
electrical cabinet is positioned along the length of the
material support table. This self-contained design eliminates the need for trailing hydraulic lines and reduces the electrical cables needed to travel back and
forth with the drill unit. Exceptional accuracy is achieved with a rack and pinion system to position the drill
head assemble to the required location.

The auxiliary sub-axis of the Excalibur allows diverse milling and scribing operations. Hole patterns can
also be drilled without the need to
unclamp, position the drill head assembly and re-clamp the material
when drilling a group of holes.

Non-contact lasers are utilized to
sense the reference end of the part
and the horizontal material surface
to establish the proper hole location.

A wireless remote control is
integrated into the system so the
operator can be actively engaged in
material loading and unloading while
the line is fully productive.

The movable drilling assembly contains sensors on both sides to stop operations should the
movement of the drilling assembly come in contact with an object. The wireless remote also
has an emergency stop should it become necessary for the operator to stop all axis movement.

